PICTEK Mechanical Gaming Keyboard, Wired Keyboard with 20 True
RGB Backlit Modes, 100% Anti-ghosting Keyboard with Blue
Switches for Windows PC/MAC Games Review-2021

Compact structure, simple design This gaming keyboard adopts a semi-submerged appearance
design. Only with a light tap, half of the keys will sink into the main body of the keyboard. The overall
layout of the keyboard is simple and compact, the length does not exceed 3 iPhone11. PICTEK
allows you to back to classic moments and enjoy the beating of your fingertips.
Make every click shine much 20 different lighting modes and effects, including 6 RGB lighting effects
+ 6 rainbow lighting effects + 8 monochromatic lighting effects(Red
-default/orange/yellow/green/cyan/blue/purple/white), you can choose at your will and situation.
Provide multilevel adjustment of light speed and brightness, this wired gaming board will enrich your
experience. Use PICTEK to create a colored keyboard that belongs to you.
Blue switches for best tactile feedback Adopting a high-tech blue equivalent switch design, our
gaming keyboard makes every tap full of elasticity and makes your feeling stronger. PICTEK will
give you precise tactile feedback to ultimate gaming performance.The stepped keycap layout is in
line with human typing habits and will provide you a perfect typing experience. PICTEK will make
your each strike effortless, and you will not feel tired after long-term use.
Anti-ghosting& multi-media The full keys of the gaming keyboard are conflict-free which is more
User-friendly and provide you with smooth gaming experience. 12 combined multimedia keys are
easy to access email, calculator, homepage, search bar, and other media functions. You can also
easily complete the volume increase/decrease, play/pause, stop, mute, previous/next track, etc.
PICTEK makes operations more convenient.
Undoubted quality & unparalleled service Advanced splash resistance technology is combined
High-quality semi-floating keys with precision drain holes which allows the keyboard to prevent
damage caused by spilled drinks or coffee. In addition to undoubted quality, PICTEK also provides
unparalleled service. PICTEK promises to provide 18 months of warranty and if you have any
questions, please contact us for free, we will reply within 12 hours.The full keys of the gaming
keyboard are conflict-free which is more User-friendly and provide you with smooth gaming
experience.
Streamlined wired gaming keyboard provides a comfortable claw-grip design long-term use without
fatigue
Equipped with double-shot injection molded keycaps to ensure the letters on the kaycap will not
fade. The double-shot-molded ABS keycaps and panel are extremely durable and abrasion-resistant
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